WHITEPAPER

We are savages. We defend our family at all cost. We
work for the community to create change. We have
uncomfortable conversations when they need to be had.
We do not give timelines. We are relentless. We have an
extensive network of connections. We won’t rest until the
mission is complete. We have a vision far greater than
Phase 3. We take care of everyone who comes through
our doors. We are all part of the bigger picture. We will
change defi for the greater good.
No Limit Ape is fostering a cultural defi movement with
low tax structures, organic marketing and communitydriven outreach. We aim to create a safer space to
transact across the blockchain by implementing utility
solutions that will help circumvent community risk.

To date we have over 40 based community sponsors who
have helped spread awareness for our cultural
movement. Our website will contain a vetted sponsor
landing page to provide a secure marketing portal with
established legitimacy.
This portal will provide
additional privileges in the coming months when
combined with $NLA.

The top 50 $NLA sponsors will be whitelisted for the
$Apecentric NFT collection (50), providing $NLA an
opportunity to give back to those who have staked their
time and efforts on the vision of this movement. We will
work closely with all sponsors to invoke catalysts for
change.
$NLA will also provide buyback and marketing
sponsorship for SAFU projects who have fallen victim to
unforeseen circumstances.
NLA will offer “no-limit” staking, where stakeholders
will earn Number One Ape ($N1A) governance tokens,
which will be used for the upcoming Apesmart NFT
marketplace.

Number 1 Ape ($N1A) is a governance token for the
upcoming Apesmart NFT marketplace. Holders of $N1A
will be able to utilize their tokens to whitelist for special
NFT collections that will provide unique utilities for
passive income. Each NFT collection will support
singular and scalable utilities from the all-encompassing
Apecentric collection.
$N1A is earned by staking $NLA tokens for 30/ 60/ 90
/120 days in exchange for 50%/75%/100%/125% APY.
The NLA staking/unstaking fee is 3%, with 1% to LP, 1%
to Marketing/Development wallet and 1% to burn.
Ethereum will be used to pay for Apesmart transactions
with 3% taxes, including minting, buying and selling.
The fee wallet will be utilized for $NLA marketing/
buybacks.

The initial NFT collections for the marketplace will include
the following:
Whitelist for top 50
sponsors who stake their time/effort to
culture organic marketing. (50)
Whitelist for
whale/alpha tier holders. (100)
Community collection to
support the cultural cause. (1000)
TBA
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✓ Token Launch
✓ CMC Listing
✓ CG Listing

✓ Community
✓ Sponsorship Outreach
✓ Organic Marketing

✓ Staking Implementation ✓ Influencer Sponsorship
✓ $N1A deployment
✓ Security Audits
✓ Additional AMAs
✓ Tier 3 exchanges

✓ NFT marketplace
released
✓ Apecentric NFT
collection mint
✓ No Limit Ape NFT
collection Mint
✓ Bored Limitless
Ape Collection
mint
✓ Future Vision
Roadmap

https://t.me/NoLimitApe
https://nolimitape.com/
https://twitter.com/nolimitape_eth

